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Writing Prompts for Anchor 9: Comparative Reading 

9B Classifying 
 

Prompts for Both Fiction and Non-Fiction 
Basic What makes a character a hero or a villain? List the names of characters who are 

heroes or villains and explain why they belong to that group. The characters can be 
from fiction or non-fiction texts. 

Intermediate List three of your personal interests. By using the Internet or visiting a library, find 
five books that relate to each of those interests. Label the books as fiction or non-
fiction and indicate how each book relates to an interest. 

Intermediate Make a list of selections you have read and classify them under the headings: 
Mystery, Nature, Sports, History. 

 
Prompts for Fiction Only 

Intermediate Select three stories from the same genre and identify common traits and themes 
from the stories. 

Intermediate Classify the kinds of characters in a fictional narrative selection (narrator, 
protagonist, antagonist, anti-hero, foil, symbolic, etc.) and describe their functions. 
Use details from a selection you have read to illustrate and explain your 
classifications. 

 
Prompts for Non-Fiction Only 

Basic Think about three animals you have read about. Use a graphic organizer to list the 
characteristics of each animal. Explain why these three would, or would not, make 
good pets. 

Basic Write three headings: Places, Animals, Events. Under these headings, list the names 
and main ideas of at least 7 non-fiction texts you have read. 

Basic After reading a non-fiction selection, group facts from the selection under 
appropriate headings. 

Basic Do you like to collect things? Write a selection describing what you collect and how 
your organize your collection. 

Intermediate Categorize facts from a non-fiction selection you have read. Group the information 
in logical categories that would make sense to someone who has not read the text. 

Intermediate Write a classified Help Wanted ad for a job in each of the following categories: 
Education, Medicine, Technology. 


